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Intracochlear pressure measurements related to cochlear tuning
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Pressure in turn one of the scala tympani~s.t.! was measured close to the basilar membrane~b.m.!
and at additional positions as the pressure sensor approached and/or withdrew from the b.m. The s.t.
pressure measured within about 100mm of the b.m. varied rapidly in space at frequencies around
the region’s best frequency. Very close to the b.m. the s.t. pressure was tuned and scaled nonlinearly
with sound level. The scala vestibuli~s.v.! pressure was measured at one position close to the stapes
within seconds of the s.t. pressure and served primarily as a reference pressure. The driving pressure
across the organ of Corti and the b.m. velocity were derived from the pressure data. Both were tuned
and nonlinear. Therefore, their ratio, the specific acoustic impedance of the organ of Corti complex,
was relatively untuned, and only subtly nonlinear. The impedance was inspected specifically for
negative resistance~amplification! and resonance. Both were detected in some instances; taken as a
whole, the current results constrain the possibilities for these qualities. ©2001 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1369098#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Kc@LHC#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Basilar membrane~b.m.! motion is tuned and nonlinea
~Rhode, 1971!. Probing the mechanical basis for b.m. tuni
and nonlinearity was the major objective of this work. T
experimental strategy was to find the basilar membran
motion and local driving pressure over a wide range of f
quencies including the best frequency of the observa
point. The driving pressure~the pressure difference acro
the organ of Corti complex, defined to include the organ
Corti and the basilar and tectorial membranes! was estimated
according to cochlear-mechanical theory by combining in
cochlear pressure measurements in the scala tympani~s.t.!
close to the b.m. with measurements of the scalar vesti
~s.v.! pressure near the stapes. The b.m. velocity was e
mated from measurements of the s.t. pressure gradient
the b.m. The primary observation was that the driving pr
sure was tuned and nonlinear to nearly the same degre
b.m. motion. This observation speaks for the global natur
tuning in the mammalian cochlea, which sets it apart fr
hearing organs in which local tuning mechanisms, e.g., e
trical resonances in turtle hair cells~Crawford and Fettiplace
1981!, mechanical resonances of the stereociliary bundle
alligator lizard hair cells~Freeman and Weiss, 1990! have
been observed or inferred to be dominant. It is notable tha
previous results from the extreme basal region the driv
pressure appeared to be tuned substantially less sharply
b.m. motion~Olson, 1998!. This difference between the ex
treme base and turn one is discussed at the end of Sec.
impedance results.

The specific mechanical impedance of the organ of C
complex~OCC! is equal to driving pressure divided by b.m
velocity. The impedance was found and inspected spe
cally for negative resistance and a spring-mass resona
These qualities are fundamental to many models of coch
operation—the resonance to peak the cochlear trave
wave and then bring it to a full halt; negative resistance
enhance the peak at low levels~deBoer, 1984; Kolston
2000!. However, there is neither a consensus for these qu
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 110 (1), July 2001 0001-4966/2001/110(1)/3
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ties in cochlear models nor decisive experimental evide
for them. The present results inform but do not resolve
matter. Negative resistance was observed but not in all m
surements on healthy cochleae. A spring-mass resonance
apparent in the phase data of several experiments at freq
cies just above the best frequency~b.f.! of the response,
where it is expected to be. However, at frequencies above
b.f. the driving pressure difference was close to zero, wh
made the analysis of this frequency region susceptible
experimental inaccuracies.~Following common usage, a re
gion’s best frequency is the frequency for which b.m. moti
peaks at low sound pressure levels.!

The pressure measurements here are unique in em
sizing spatial variations in pressure close to the sensory
sue. Intracochlear pressure close to the cochlear wall
been measured to investigate the forward and reverse tra
functions of the middle ear~Nedzelnitsky, 1980; Dancer an
Franke, 1980; Puria and Rosowski, 1997; Magnanet al.,
1999; Puriaet al., 1997; Decoryet al., 1990; Olson and Coo-
per, 2000!, the cochlear input impedance~Lynch et al., 1982;
Aibara et al., 1999! and distortion products~Magnanet al.,
1997; Avanet al., 1998!. Intracochlear pressure was me
sured in several turns and/or both scalae by Dancer
Franke~1980! and Nedzelnitsky~1980!.

II. METHODS

The methods of this study were similar to those of Ols
~1998! and are described in more detail there.

A. Pressure sensor construction and calibration

A pressure sensor consists of a glass capillary~inner and
outer diameters 100 and 170mm! tipped with a gold-coated
polymer diaphragm. Light from an LED is delivered via a
optic fiber threaded into the capillary, and reflects from t
diaphragm. The amount of light retuning to the optic fiber f
transmission to a photodetector varies linearly with t
pressure-induced bending of the diaphragm. The acou
34949/19/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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Downloade
impedance of the sensors is at least an order of magni
larger than that of the cochlea measured at the stapes.

Sensors were calibrated in water and air following
sembly and in water before and after every experiment
cept in unusual cases in which a sensor broke. The differe
between before and after calibrations was similar to w
was reported previously. In the current experiments, the
ference ranged from 0 to 6 dB, except experiment 12-10
for which the s.t. sensor calibration changed by 10 dB.
analysis, the average of the before and after calibrations
used. Calibration uncertainty was most detrimental when
culating the pressure difference across the OCC, bec
then the difference between two pressures measured
different sensors was taken. In a few experiments the
sensor was swapped into s.v. or vice versa at the end in o
to check the relative sensitivity of the sensors. A minority
sensors was found to be temperature sensitive. There
following assembly, sensors were screened for tempera
sensitivity and were not used if the variation with tempe
ture between 26 °C and 38 °C was more than 3 dB.

B. Animal preparation

Animal procedures were approved by the Princeton U
versity Institute Animal Care and Use Committee. The e
perimental animals were young adult mongolian gerbils~Me-
riones unguiculatus! 40–65 g in weight. Ketamine~40 mg/
kg! was administered to sedate the animal, followed by
anesthetic sodium pentobarbital~initial dose 60 mg/kg!.
Supplemental smaller doses of sodium pentobarbital w
given when deemed necessary from a toe pinch respo
typically every half hour. The animal was deeply anest
tized throughout the procedure and then sacrificed with
overdose of anesthetic. The animal core temperature
maintained at 38 °C with an animal blanket. A small hea
was attached to the head holder. The bulla was widely o
during all data collection.

C. Sound system and calibration

Stimuli were generated and responses collected wit
Tucker Davis Technologies DD1 using a 6.48ms sampling
period. The response to a click was collected and avera
with a LeCroy digital oscilloscope. Sound stimuli were pr
duced with a Radio Shack tweeter and delivered to the
canal via a closed sound system. In order to calibrate
stimulus, at the beginning of every experiment a press
sensor was inserted into the ear canal via a small hole
was made in the bulla just in front of the tympanic me
brane. The system was calibrated at up to 62 frequencie
previous experiments the calibration hole was covered d
ing and after calibration. In the current experiments that p
cedure was not followed without appreciable difference.

D. Intracochlear pressure measurements

In order to access the s.v. a hole just large enough f
pressure sensor was hand drilled through the bone bas
the oval window. The s.v. sensor was held in a microm
ipulator and its tip was inserted 100–200mm into the s.v. To
access turn one of the s.t. a similar hole was hand dri
350 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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above the round window~r.w.! opening. Figure 1~a! shows
the positions of the s.t. and s.v. holes. The s.t. sensor
positioned so that it was pointing as closely as possible
ward the cochlear apex. An excised temporal bone and a
tomical landmarks served as guides for positioning the
sensor, which was tricky. A hole too close to the staped
artery made it impossible to correctly angle the sensor
instead of the b.m., the spiral lamina was approached. T
resulted in greatly reduced pressure gradients. A hole too
from the stapedial artery damaged the spiral ligament, end
an experiment. When the hole was all right, often seve
approaches were made at slightly different angles in orde
change the longitudinal and/or lateral position of the sen
on the b.m. by 50–100mm. In one of the experiments pre
sented here, the s.t. pressure was measured in the ext
base. To access the extreme base of the s.t. the senso
inserted through the r.w. opening following removal of t
r.w. membrane.

The s.t. sensor was held in a micromanipulator capa
of both manual and motorized positioning. The sensor w
guided into the hole manually, and advanced within the h
using the motorized manipulator. Figure 1~b! illustrates the

FIG. 1. ~a! View of the cochlea during experiments. Not shown are t
pressure sensors which were inserted into the s.v. and s.t. holes and the
electrode, which was positioned on the bone of the r.w. opening.~b! Ideal-
ized to-scale drawing of a pressure sensor positioned close to the b.m
the s.t.
Elizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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Downloade
sensor positioned close to the b.m. When close to the b
measurements were usually spaced by 10 or 20mm in the
direction along the sensor axis~z axis!. In later experiments
the s.t. sensor was held in a piezoelectric bimorph assem
similar to that described in Olson and Mountain~1991!,
which in turn was held in the motorized manipulator. T
bimorphs were driven with DC voltage in order to advan
and retract the s.t. sensor in the direction along its axis
these experiments at each frequency and level the s.t. p
sure was measured consecutively at two positions sepa
by 12 mm. This procedural change was made in order
reduce the effect of slow changes~for example, in fluid
level! on the calculation of fluid velocity. The distance fro
the b.m. was determined by touching it with the sens
which produced a bouncy sensor response on the osc
scope.

The pressure stimuli were pure tones, 32 ms in durat
The number of averages taken ranged from 20 to 200.
responses were stored and later analyzed via fast Fo
transform to find the magnitude and phase at the stimu
frequency. The initial 5 ms of the response was trunca
before analysis in order to exclude the transient respons
one of the presented experiments the pressure stimulus w
click produced by driving the earphone with a 10ms voltage
pulse. Because of the frequency response of the speake
acoustic pulse in the ear canal was longer than 10ms.

E. Compound action potential

A silver wire electrode insulated to its tip was position
on the bone near the r.w. This was used to measure
compound action potential~CAP! response to tones, as
monitor of cochlear condition~Johnstoneet al., 1979!. CAP
stimuli were tone bursts, 3 ms in duration. They ranged fr
20 to 80 dB SPL in 10 dB increments and from 0.5 to 40 k
at 10 or more frequencies.~SPL is decibels re 20mPa.! Typi-
cally 60 responses were averaged. The polarity of altern
tones was reversed to reduce the cochlear microphonic in
averaged response. The averaged response was display
line and stored. ‘‘Threshold’’ CAP was defined as the visu
threshold, 5 to 10mV peak-to-peak.

III. RESULTS

In all the results, phases are shown referenced to the
pressure phase measured at the stapes within seconds o
s.t. pressure measurement. The s.v. pressure at the stape
be considered as the input pressure of the cochlea.

IV. GROUPED RESULTS

A. General description

In Fig. 2 scala tympani pressure magnitude and phas
shown from 14 turn one experiments. The stimulus level w
80 dB SPL in all cases, and these were initial data, ta
with the s.t. sensor;150mm within the s.t.,;300mm from
the b.m. The average s.t. pressure is also shown, and
average s.v. pressure close to the stapes from these ex
ments. The character of the s.v. pressure was described
viously ~Olson, 1998!, here it suffices to repeat that above
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001 E
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kHz the s.v. pressure scaled linearly~except as discussed a
the end of Sec. IV B 2!, and that it was nearly flat with fre
quency, with a gain relative to the ear canal pressure of;30
dB. The s.t. phase is shown relative to the; simultaneously
measured pressure in the s.v. Figure 3 shows the Fig. 2
data from the experiments that will be used in the impeda
analysis, and include data from an extreme basal experim
Referring to Fig. 2, the s.t. pressure was substantially sma
than the s.v. pressure at frequencies below 10 kHz, and
two broad peaks, centered at;12 and 45 kHz. The lower
frequency peak is just under the best frequency of this
gion. This peak and the phase drop between 10 and 20
are likely manifestations of the traveling wave. Similar b
havior occurred between 20 and 30 kHz in the extreme b
~curve 2-26-97 of Fig. 3!. The 45 kHz peak was also prese
in the s.v. pressure and might be due to a standing wav
the ear canal described in ‘‘sound system calibration’’
Olson ~1998!.

The behavior of the extreme basal s.t. pressure~2-26-97
of Fig. 3! at frequencies well below the b.f. can be unde
stood in terms of a lumped element model. The mode
shown in Fig. 4 with element values in the caption. In t
usual way~Beranek, 1954! mass is treated as an inductor a
stiffness as a capacitor.mv andmt are the fluids in the s.v
and s.t. in the region between the cochlear windows.r c is the
‘‘transmission line’’ resistance of the cochlea~Zwilslocki,
1965!. The capacitor represents the stiffness of the bas
membrane in the immediate vicinity of the windows. Th
model is kept very simple; e.g., the mass and resistance
sociated with fluid flow through the helicotrema are not

FIG. 2. Turn-one scala tympani pressures far from the b.m., 14 experim
Also shown are the average of these measurements and the average
s.v. pressures near the stapes from the same experiments. The stimulu
was 80 dB SPL in the ear canal.~a! Magnitudere stimulus level in ear canal.
~b! Phase relative to the simultaneously measured pressure in s.v. nea
stapes.
351lizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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Downloade
cluded ~Lynch et al., 1982!. Figure 3 shows the extrem
basal s.t. pressure that the model predicts at a depth;100
mm within the fluid of the s.t. In particular, the model e
plains how the interaction of fluid mass and basilar me
brane stiffness can cause the phase of s.t. pressure re
pressure to increase to a value greater than 90°. The m
does not apply to the turn-one measurements, which w
made some distance along the ‘‘transmission line.’’~To
model the turn one measurementsr c must be partly ex-
panded into inductive and capacitive elements so the m
surement position could be placed some distance along
transmission line.! Nevertheless, the well-below-b.f. turn-on
results are fairly similar to the basal result, and can
loosely interpreted in a similar way.

B. Experimental uncertainties and perturbations

1. Exploring the variability

The spread of s.t. values in Fig. 2 is likely due to
combination of experimental conditions and calibration in
curacies. The measurements rely on both the s.t. senso
the ear canal sensor, so much of the612 dB variability in
magnitude could be due to inaccurate calibration. An infl
ential experimental condition is the fluid level in the r.w
opening. A higher fluid level caused an increase in the t
one s.t. pressure at frequencies above the b.f. In one ex
ment~7-13-98! the s.t. pressure around 40 kHz increased
;10 dB when the r.w. opening was filled relative to when
was drained. At higher frequencies the effect was sligh
less, and at frequencies below 23 kHz, the changes were;2
dB. The s.t. pressure phases in Fig. 2~b! fan out at frequen-

FIG. 3. Turn-one scala tympani pressures far from the b.m. Similar dat
in Fig. 2, but only from those experiments used in the impedance anal
and including an extreme basal measurement. The response of the lu
parameter model in Fig. 4 is included to shed light on the low freque
results.
352 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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cies above 40 kHz. A 45° spread at 40 kHz grew to a 18
spread at 58 kHz. This spreadcannot be traced to senso
variability. Comparing calibrations within experiments 3-2
99, 9-8-98, and 4-5-99@which produced the most extrem
phase in Fig. 2~b!# revealed a s.t. sensor calibration–s.v. se
sor calibration difference of at most 8° at frequencies up
40 kHz, and an overall maximum difference of 27°. T
reason for the divergent high frequency phases is not kno

2. Perturbative effect of holes and sensors in the
cochlea

The s.v. hole was expected to perturb cochlear mech
ics more than the s.t. hole. This is because the s.t. hole
just above the r.w. and the effect of a small hole near suc
large opening is expected to be minor relative to the effec
the s.v. hole near the stapes. In order to evaluate the effe
the s.v. hole, in several experiments the s.t. hole was m
first and the pressure;150mm within the s.t. was measure
before and after drilling the s.v. hole and inserting the s
sensor. The results are shown in Fig. 5, where the aft
before differences in s.t. pressure magnitude and phase
shown for three experiments. The differences were rar
more than 2 dB in magnitude or 15° in phase.

The CAP response was also used to gauge the effec
introducing sensors into the cochlea. The CAP thresho
often increased at all frequencies after making the holes

as
is,
ped
y

FIG. 4. Simple lumped parameter model of extreme base of cochle
frequencies well beneath the region’s best frequency.Ps.v. is the pressure
measured in the s.v. near the stapes.Ps.t. is the extreme basal scala tympa
pressure, measured about 100mm within the s.t. fluid. The round window
membrane was removed for measurements of extreme basal s.t. pressu
the sensor entered the s.t. through the r.w. opening.mv andmt are the fluid
masses within the s.v. and s.t. in the basal region. They are taken to be
with a value of 3.33105 mks acoustic ohm s.@An acoustic ohm
5pressure/volume velocity5N/(m5/s).# This value is reasonable given th
depth of the fluid column between the oval and round windows~;1 mm!,
and the sizes of the windows.r c is the ‘‘transmission line’’ resistance of the
cochlea, and its value of 1.731011 ohm is based on measurements of ger
cochlear input impedance~Olson and Cooper, 2000!. For comparison,
Lynch et al. ~1982! found a value of 1.231011 for r c in cat.k is the stiffness
of the OCC in the region between the oval and round windows. The stiffn
value was found using the 4 Pa/nm value reported in Olson~1998! for the
extreme basal OCC stiffness. Similar values were reported~as b.m. compli-
ance! from a number of sources in Table IV of Ruggeroet al. ~1990!, and
the results presented later in this paper are also in reasonable accord
this value. The width of the OCC in this region is;0.2 mm, and a length of
;1 mm is in the vicinity of the stapes. From these, the OCC stiffness
estimated as;231016 ohm/s.
Elizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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introducing the sensors. When the s.t. sensor was close t
b.m., further changes in the CAP response to tones at
quencies close to the b.f. sometimes occurred. Both th
effects are illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows CAP respon
to a tone close to the b.f. In the experiment of Fig. 6~a!
~5-6-99!, very little change occurred in the CAP followin
sensor introduction, but the CAP was reduced when the
sor was 10mm from the b.m. The change was reversed wh
the sensor was retracted. In the experiment of Fig. 6~b! ~9-
8-98!, the CAP response decreased after introducing the
sors, but was unchanged when the s.t. sensor was close
b.m.

Another observation which bears on the influence of
sensor to cochlear mechanics is that the s.v. pressure
sured at the stapes sometimes changed when the s.t. s
was close to the b.m. The changes were largest at s
sound levels and at frequencies close to the b.f. Th
changes were small, 3 dB at most, and reversible.

The conclusion drawn from these observations is t
making holes and introducing sensors into the cochlea
not cause an overall reduction in the intracochlear press
but usuallydid traumatize the cochlea, leading to an over
decrease in sensitivity. When close to the b.m., the se
sometimes perturbed cochlear mechanics.

V. SCALA TYMPANI PRESSURE VS POSITION

A series of pressure measurements made with sp
changes solely in the direction along the axis of the senso
referred to as an approach. A ‘‘run’’ is a single run throu
of a data collection program, which comprises a series
frequencies and levels. When the piezoelectric positio
was in use, during a single run these data were collecte
two positions in the s.t. which were separated by 12mm in
the z direction @see Fig. 1~b!#. In this section, approache
from the two best turn-one experiments, 9-8-98 and 5-6-
are shown. Experiment 9-8-98 was performed before the
ezoelectric positioner was in use; 5-6-99 did use the p
tioner. These experiments had relatively strong CAP
sponses, relatively strong compressive nonlinearity in
pressure, stable fluid levels and repeatability of meas

FIG. 5. Perturbation study: Change in the s.t. pressure after drilling the
hole and inserting the s.v. sensor. Results from three experiments are s
The magnitude changes~black lines! use the left axis, the phase chang
~gray lines! use the right. The changes were small.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001 E
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ments over hours, especially 9-8-98. The basic observat
are~i! the s.t. pressure close to the b.m. was tuned and c
pressively nonlinear,~ii ! in some approaches the pressu
variations close to the b.m. suggested that the distortion
the moving OCC was level dependent, and~iii ! the pressure
was composed of a sum of a traveling wave compon
which varied rapidly in space and a compressive compon
which varied very little in space. The last point is support
with an approach from a more recent experiment in wh
the pressure response to a click was measured.

This paragraph provides a brief guide to the figures
this section. Figure 7, from experiment 9-8-98, shows the
pressure gainre ear canal pressure and the s.t. pressure ph
re the simultaneously measured s.v. pressure at stimulus
els of 50 dB SPL~left panels! and 80 dB SPL~right panels!.
The measurements were made at distances ranging from
322mm from the b.m. The complete approach included m
surements at 13 positions. To improve figure clarity the d
are not shown from every position. Figure 8 compares p
and post-mortem data from 9-8-98. In Fig. 9 the results fr
an approach from experiment 5-6-99 are shown. For cla
only one of the intra-run positions~the closer of the two! is
included in this figure. Responses were collected at 40,
65, and 85 dB SPL, with the lower level responses collec
over a narrower range of frequencies. The 50 dB SPL~left
panels! and 85 dB SPL~right panels! results are in Fig. 9.
Figure 10 shows magnitude data from the closest 5-6-99

.v.
wn.

FIG. 6. Perturbation study using CAP response. CAP responses to a ton
with frequency close to the b.f. of the longitudinal location under study w
measured at various times. ‘‘Init’’ was the initial CAP, measured prior
drilling cochlear holes. ‘‘Aft holes’’ was after drilling the s.t. and s.v. hole
and inserting the sensors. ‘‘5 or 10mm aft hit’’ was the response when th
s.t. sensor was 5 or 10mm from the b.m., just after tapping it. ‘‘Far later’’
was after retracting the s.t. sensor.~a! Expt. 5-6-99. Here, the CAP respons
did not change upon introducing the sensors to the cochlea but was re
ibly reduced when the s.t. sensor was close to the b.m.~b! Expt. 9-8-98.
Here, the CAP response was reduced upon introducing the sensors t
cochlea but did not change further when the s.t. sensor was close to the
353lizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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FIG. 7. The s.t. pressure as the s
sensor approached the b.m. Expt. 9-
98. The key indicates the distance o
the sensor from the b.m. To improv
the clarity of the figures the phase da
are shown at fewer positions than th
magnitude data. Magnitudes ar
shown relative to the stimulus level in
the ear canal; phases are relative to t
simultaneously measured s.v. pressu
~a! Magnitude, 50 dB SPL stimulus
~b! Phase, 50 dB.~c! Magnitude, 80
dB. ~d! Phase, 80 dB.
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which is not included in Fig. 9 for the reason described
Sec. V C, at the two intra-run positions and all SPLs. Fig
11 shows the click response approach of experiment 4-25

A. Nonlinearity

The similarity of Figs. 7 and 9 attests to the repeatabi
of the results in fairly healthy preparations. The results
Figs. 7, 9, and 10 show a moderate degree of compres
nonlinearity. For example, in Fig. 10, over the 40 to 85
range of stimulus levels the nonlinearity at the b.f.~18 kHz!
was 20 dB. Nonlinearity began approximately a half octa
below the b.f., at 12 kHz, and extended to just above the
at 22 kHz. These nonlinear characteristics are similar
those reported for basal b.m. motion, although the degre
nonlinearity here was smaller than that of b.m. motion in
healthiest preparations~Ruggeroet al., 1997; Cooper, 1998

FIG. 8. The s.t. pressure magnitude re stimulus level measured at a dis
67 mm from the b.m. premortem and a few minutes postmortem. E
9-8-98. Nonlinearity disappeared postmortem.
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deBoer and Nuttall, 2000; Rhode and Recio, 2000!. Based on
the CAP thresholds even the best cochleae of this report w
compromised slightly; this might account for the modera
level of compression. The data of Fig. 8 were taken just a
those of Fig. 7, at a position 67mm from the b.m. The
pre-mortem data were taken, the animal was sacrificed w
anesthetic, and the post-mortem data were taken min
later. Nonlinearity disappeared post-mortem.

B. Suggestion of level dependent distortion of the
organ of Corti

In the data of Fig. 9 the closest measurementshownwas
20 mm from the b.m. The closest data run, 10mm from the
b.m., is not shown in Fig. 9 because, anomalously, the p
sure was smaller at 10 than at 20mm. This is illustrated in
Fig. 10, which shows the pressure at the two intra-run po
tions of the closest run. The positions are 10 and 22mm from
the b.m. At 40 and 50 dB SPL and frequencies between
onset of nonlinearity and the b.f., the pressure at 22mm was
substantially bigger than at 10mm. At 65 dB the effect was
present but smaller. At 85 dB SPL the usual behavior, big
pressure at the closer location, was observed. It is not d
cult to imagine how the pressure at the closer location co
be smaller than at the further location: For a simple beam
radial profile of b.m. motion the pressure is greatest at
radial center~Steele and Taber, 1979!. Ideally, the sensor
approaches the radial center of the b.m. perpendicularly
in Fig. 1~b!. If the sensor approach is not quite perpendicu
its degree of centering will change as it approaches. Th
when very close to hitting the b.m. the sensor could mo
from a region of relatively high pressure~more centered! to a

nce
t.
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FIG. 9. The s.t. pressure as the s
sensor approached the b.m. Expt. 5-
99. The key indicates the distance o
the sensor from the b.m. To improv
the clarity of the figures the phase da
are shown at fewer positions than th
magnitude data. Magnitudes ar
shown relative to the stimulus level in
the ear canal; phases are relative to t
simultaneously measured s.v. pressu
~a! Magnitude, 50 dB SPL stimulus
~b! Phase, 50 dB.~c! Magnitude, 85
dB. ~d! Phase, 85 dB.
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region of lower pressure~less centered!. This effect was
sketched in Olson~2000!. What was intriguing about the
reversal in the pressure gradient was that it sometimes
pended on stimulus level, as in Fig. 10. This observat
suggests that the radial profile of b.m. motion—in oth
words, the shape the b.m. took as it moved—underwent le
dependent changes. The level dependent distortion c
arise via a force generated from within the OC~e.g., Moun-
tain and Hubbard, 1989; Kolston, 1999! whose strength was
level dependent. In studies of the radial profile of basal b
motion, Cooper~2000! found a unimodal, beamlike profile
of gerbil basal b.m. motion whose shape was mildly le
dependent; the trimodal radial profile reported by Nilsen a
Russell ~1999! from the guinea pig base was also mild
level dependent. In the current study, level dependent re
sals in pressure gradient occurred in several experime
although not in experiment 9-8-98 or in a second approac
experiment 5-6-99.@Finally, the pressure sensor could b
influencing the level dependence of the reversals. The
turbation of the sensor depends on the relative impedance
the sensor and the OCC. The frequency region just below
b.f. is implicated in cochlear amplification~e.g., deBoer and
Nuttall, 2000 and see below!, so the impedance in this regio
might be level dependent. Therefore, the perturbative eff
of the sensor might be level dependent in this region.#

C. Multi-component nature of intracochlear pressure

Many aspects of the s.t. pressure reflect its being
sum of a traveling wave and a compressive wave. As ba
ground to this view:The traveling wave pressure is produce
by and produces the traveling wave motion of theOCC. It is
largest near theOCC and spreads with decreasing amp
tude into the scalae. The compressional pressure is produ
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001 E
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by the compression of the cochlear fluid by the motion of
stapes and fills the cochlea approximately uniformly. In this
interpretation:~i! The phase accumulated at positions clo
to the b.m. because the traveling wave component is do
nant there@Figs. 7 and 9,~b! and ~d!#. ~iii ! The phase accu
mulated more at low stimulus levels because nonlinea
makes the traveling wave relatively stronger at low lev
@Figs. 7 and 9,~b! and ~d!#. ~iii ! The phase did not accumu
late at frequencies above the peak because the traveling w
is small ~perhaps nonexistent! relative to the compressiona
pressure there@Figs. 7 and 9,~b! and~d!#. ~iv! Spatial varia-
tions, which register fluid motions, were large at frequenc
of the peak because the fluid motions of the traveling wa
are substantial~Figs. 7 and 9!. ~v! Spatial variations were
small at frequencies above the peak because the fluid
tions associated with the compressional wave are very s
~Fig. 7!. @In Fig. 9~c! the pressuredid vary in space at fre-
quencies above the peak. However, these changes we
least in part actuallytimedependent changes, as can be se
by comparing data collected with the sensor close to the b
at the beginning~20 mm position! and end of the approac
~10 mm-end position!.# ~vi! Notches were caused by cance
lation between traveling wave and compressional wave c
ponents@Figs. 7 and 9,~a! and ~c!# ~Cooper and Rhode
1996!.

Figure 11 also speaks for the two component nature
the pressure. It shows the response to a click~experiment
4-25-00, maximum level in the ear canal 77 dB! measured at
several distances from the b.m. in the s.t. The initial peak
the response, which is presumably the compressional w
did not change with position. In contrast, the ‘‘slow’’ ringin
response, presumably the traveling wave, became more
more pronounced as the b.m. was approached.
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VI. IMPEDANCE OF THE ORGAN OF CORTI COMPLEX

The specific acoustic impedance of the OCC (ZOC) was
derived from the pressure data.ZOC is defined as the pressur
across the OCC (DPOC) divided by thez component of b.m.
velocity (vb.m.). @The z axis was defined in Fig. 1~b!.#

In a passive system,ZOC depends on the material prop
erties and geometry of the OCC. For example, up to frequ
cies through the peak the passive part ofZOC is likely, in
simple terms, a combination of stiffness and damping. In
active system in which a force generator is present within
organ of Corti, that force,Factive, adds a term to the passiv
impedance which is equal to~Factive/area on which force
acts!/vb.m.. The ZOC that these experiments find when th
measuredDPOC is divided by the measuredvb.m. is the sum
of the passive part and the active part~deBoer and Nuttall,
2000!. In cochlear models the active part is most succes
at producing realistic b.m. tuning when it has the characte
a negative damping that is large enough to cause the
damping to be negative over a limited region somewhat b
to the peak~e.g., deBoer, 1983; Neely and Kim, 1986; Ko
ston, 2000!. In the current experiments, performed at o
place and many frequencies, this negative resistance w
appear as a negative real part of the impedance at frequ
cies slightly below the b.f.

In the classic traveling wave/resonant model of cochl
operation, the traveling wave, produced by the interaction
fluid inertia and OCC stiffness, ripples down the cochle
spiral. The decreasing stiffness of the OCC causes the t
eling wave to slow and grow. At the point that the OCC ma
begins to dominate its stiffness the traveling wave st
~e.g., Peterson and Bogart, 1950; Lighthill, 1981!. The
spring–mass transition is expected to occur slightly apica
the peak of the traveling wave.Therefore, below and through
the b.f. the imaginary part of the impedance is expected to
that of stiffness, and the spring–mass resonance will be

FIG. 10. The s.t. pressure magnitudere stimulus level 10 and 22mm from
the b.m. Expt. 5-6-99. These measurements were from the same appro
in Fig. 9; this was the closest position of that approach. The results
show level-dependent reversals in the relative magnitudes of the close~10
mm! and farther~22 mm! pressures. Responses at 40, 50, 65, and 85 dB
are shown. At 85 dB SPL the pressure at the closer position was larger,
usually the case. At 40, 50, and 65 dB SPL the pressure at the c
position was smaller over some portion of the left side of the response p
356 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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looked for at frequencies slightly above the b.f. If the sprin–
mass resonance exists the imaginary part of the impeda
will make a transition from stiffness dominated (negative)
mass dominated (positive) at the resonant frequency.

A. Derivation

The analytic method for derivingDPOC and vb.m. from
the pressure measurements was described in Olson~1998!. It
is summarized here.

1. Basilar membrane velocity

The calculation ofvb.m. uses one s.t. pressure measu
ment close to the b.m. (Pb) and a second s.t. pressure me
surement a small distance from the first (Pa). The line that
connects the two points of measurement is defined as tz
direction, and it points away from the b.m., from the s
towards the s.t.@Fig. 1~b!#.1 At frequencies above a few kH
thez component of fluid velocity can be written very simp
using these two pressures:

vz' i ~Pa2Pb!/~vrDz!. ~1!

In the expression,v is the angular frequency,r is the density
of the cochlear fluid, andDz is the distance between the tw
pressure measurements. The fluid very close to the b.m
expected to move with it, so whenPb is very close to the
b.m. the fluid velocity approximates b.m. velocity. Then

vb.m.' i ~Pa2Pb!/~vrDz!. ~2!

2. Pressure across the organ of Corti complex

DPOC is the pressure close to the OCC in the s
(Ps.v.–OCC) minus the pressure close to the b.m. in the
(Pb). What wasmeasuredwas the pressure in the s.v. ne
the stapes (Ps.v.) and the pressure in the s.t. close to the b
(Pb). With the simplifying assumptions that the cochlea
symmetric and the pressure at the r.w. is zero,Ps.v.

2Ps.v.–OCC5Pb20, and

DPOC'Ps.v.22Pb ~3!

~see Footnote 2!.
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FIG. 11. The s.t. pressure response to a click measured at several dist
from the b.m. Expt. 4-25-00. The click was produced by driving the e
phone with a 10ms voltage pulse, but filtering in the sound system produc
a longer stimulus as measured in the ear canal. The key indicates the
tance of the s.t. sensor from the b.m. The prolonged ringing response,
sumably the traveling wave pressure, grew as the b.m. was approa
whereas the initial pressure peak, presumably the compressive pres
remained almost the same.
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FIG. 12. Pressure data and derive
quantities, 12-10-98. This was a near
linear cochlea and only 85 dB SPL
data are shown.~a! and ~b! The s.t.
and s.v. pressures for impedance ca
culation. Magnitude is shown relative
to the stimulus level in the ear cana
phase~s.t. only! is relative to the si-
multaneously measured s.v. pressu
Distances in the key refer to the dis
tance between the b.m. and the s
sensor.~a! Magnitude.~b! Phase.~c!–
~e! DPOC, vb.m., andZOC. The usual
calculation for DPOC was used.~c!
Magnitude of vb.m. and DPOC ~re
stimulus level!. ~d! Phase ofvb.m. and
DPOC ~re simultaneously measured
s.v. pressure!. ~e! Real and imaginary
parts ofZOC.
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3. Specific acoustic impedance of the organ of Corti
complex

ZOC5DPOC/vb.m.. ~4!

B. Impedance results

Impedance results from six experiments are shown
Figs. 12–25. Impedances calculated for an additional six
periments are not shown because the results were no
~due to time dependent variations or lower sensor sensitiv!
and therefore less revealing than the six experiments tha
presented. In each case the pressure measurements tha
into the impedance calculation, the derivedDPOC and vb.m.

and the real and imaginary parts ofZOC are plotted. Two
introductory comments are in order:~1! The case-study pre
sentation is fitting for communicating the impedance res
because the meaning and authority of a particularZOC result
is closely linked to the pressure measurements that gene
it. Showing several case studies was necessary to dem
strate repeatability, variability, passive versus active, a
turn one versus extreme base.~2! The weakest part of the
analysis is the calculation ofDPOC. It was based on a sym
metric cochlea, which could be an oversimplification. F
ther, it subtracts responses measured with two sensor
even small calibration errors will introduce large errors wh
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001 E
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Ps.v.'2Pb . This weakness has been addressed by do
variations on the calculation, by findingDPOC as 0.5Ps.v.

22Pb ~contribution of s.v. pressure halved relative to usu
calculation! and as 2Ps.v.22Pb ~contribution of s.v. pressure
doubled! in a few cases. These variations show how a 6 dB
calibration difference affects the impedance results and p
out robust and fragile aspects of the results.

1. General conclusions

Taken as a whole the results lead to some general c
clusions. From theDPOC andvb.m. plots: ~i! The accumula-
tion of the phases of bothDPOC andvb.m. indicates that both
are part of the cochlear traveling wave.~ii ! Whether or not
nonlinearity was present~i.e., in active and passive co
chleae!, bothDPOC andvb.m. were tuned.~iii ! When nonlin-
earity was in evidence it was usually present to nearly
same degree in bothDPOC andvb.m.. ~An exception to this
emerges from the analysis 9-8-98-I-double, as discussed
low.! The ZOC plots illustrate the relative and absolute siz
of the real and imaginary parts of the impedance, and in
cate where it was stiffness dominated~imaginary part nega-
tive!, mass dominated~imaginary part positive!, and where
the resistance was negative~real part negative!. The ZOC

plots are most reliable in the broad region of the pe
d
y

l-

l;

re.
-
.t.
FIG. 13. Pressure data and derive
quantities, 3-22-99. This was a nearl
linear cochlea and only 85 dB SPL
data are shown.~a! and ~b! The s.t.
and s.v. pressures for impedance ca
culation. Magnitude is shown relative
to the stimulus level in the ear cana
phase~s.t. only! is relative to the si-
multaneously measured s.v. pressu
Distances in the key refer to the dis
tance between the b.m. and the s
sensor.~a! Magnitude.~b! Phase.~c!–
~e! DPOC, vb.m., andZOC. The usual
calculation for DPOC was used.~c!
Magnitude of vb.m. and DPOC ~re
stimulus level!. ~d! Phase ofvb.m. and
DPOC ~re simultaneously measured
s.v. pressure! ~e! Real and imaginary
parts ofZOC.
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roughly 8–23 kHz~10–35 kHz for the extreme basal expe
ment 2-26-97!, because there both the s.t. pressure and
spatial variations of the s.t. pressure were large. From th
reliable regions of the plots, the additional general conc
sions can be drawn:~iv! The imaginary part was negativ
~stiffness dominated! from low frequencies right up to an
through the b.f.~v! In the;5–10 kHz region~8–16 kHz for
2-26-97! the magnitude of the imaginary part usually d
creased as frequency increased, as is expected for a stiff
~vi! Overall, the real and imaginary parts were similar
each other in size; at 8–10 kHz they were mostly with
5–20 Pa/~mm/s! for the turn one experiments, and;20 Pa/
~mm/s! for the extreme basal experiment~2-26-97!.

An additional general conclusion derives from the ba
pressure data that introduces each case study, and bea
the calculation forDPOC. Recall thatDPOC is found as
Ps.v.22Pb . From the basic pressure data it is seen tha
frequencies above the b.f. in the region of the phase pla
the s.t. pressure (Pb) was nearly in phase with the s.v. pre
sure and about 6 dB smaller.~The calibration uncertainty o
66 dB makes this observation true within the uncertainty
all cases.! Therefore, the data are generally consistent wit
DPOC above the peak that is zero or close to it, which is tr
in most cochlear models. This is particularly pertinent to
investigation of spring–mass resonance.

2. Specific investigations

The six experiments were explored individually for~i!
nonlinearity in the pressure data,~ii ! evidence for negative
resistancebelow the b.f., and~iii ! evidence for spring–mas
resonanceclosely above the b.f.Table I, which appears at th
end of the text, summarizes these results.

a. Spring–mass resonance.In the table, the ‘‘detec-
tion’’ of spring–mass resonance refers to an indication
spring–mass resonance in the phase. Resonance can be
by inspecting the phase ofvb.m. relative toDPOC. A 90° lead
indicates stiffness, a 90° lag indicates mass,~something less
than 90° indicates resistance is present as well! and the tran-
sition from leading to lagging will occur at the resonan
frequency. Alternatively, the imaginary part ofZOC can be
inspected—it will make a transition from negative to positi
at the resonance frequency. Consider experiment 12-1
~Fig. 12!. This cochlea was just barely nonlinear due to
advertent damage to the cochlea. Therefore, only 85 dB
data are shown. TheDPOC phase began at 2 kHz at;210°
with respect to the s.v. pressure, began to accumulate rap
at 8 kHz, and leveled off at 20 kHz and;2730°. Thevb.m.

phase went through a similar accumulation, but began
leadingDPOC by about 40°, crossed theDPOC phase at 20
kHz, and leveled off at 21 kHz, laggingDPOC by ;70°. The
relative phase behavior suggests thatZOC was stiffness and
resistance dominated below 20 kHz, mass and resista
dominated above 20 kHz, and had a spring–mass reson
at 20 kHz. A spring–mass resonance is used in many
chlear models to bring the cochlear traveling wave to a h
and the signature of a resonance just where the phase
teaus is compelling. Notably however, the magnitudes
not indicate a spring–mass resonance: the velocity did
peak relative to pressure at 20 kHz. The imaginary par
358 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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ZOC from 12-10-98 of course tells the same story: the s
changed from negative to positive at;20 kHz.

Experiment 3-22-99~Fig. 13! was very similar to 12-
10-98 and is shown primarily to demonstrate repeatabil
The phases ofvb.m. andDPOC showed a similar course with
frequency in the two experiments. In experiment 3-22-99
resonance frequency indicated by the phase crossing wa
kHz, which like 12-10-98 was slightly above the b.f. and
the beginning of the phase plateau. Similar to 12-10-
3-22-99 showed no sign of the resonance in the relative m
nitudes ofvb.m. and DPOC. A difference in 3-22-99 com-
pared to 12-10-98 is that in the final plateauvb.m. lagged
DPOC by slightly more than 90°~which indicates a compo
nent of negative resistance—unlikely in this linear cochl
and suspected as an experimental error!. Nevertheless, the

FIG. 14. Pressure data, 9-8-98-I. The s.t. and s.v. pressures for imped
calculation 9-8-98-I usual, 9-8-98-I-double and 9-8-98-I half. Magnitud
are shown relative to the stimulus level in the ear canal; phases~s.t. only!
are relative to the simultaneously measured s.v. pressure. Distances
key refer to the distance between the b.m. and the s.t. sensor.~a! Magnitude,
45 dB SPL stimulus.~b! Magnitude, 65 dB.~c! Magnitude, 85 dB.~d!
Phase, all levels.
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FIG. 15. Derived quantitiesDPOC, vb.m., and ZOC,
9-8-98-I-usual. The usual calculation forDPOC was
used. ~a! Magnitude of vb.m. and DPOC ~re stimulus
level!. ~b! Phase ofvb.m. re simultaneously measured
s.v. pressure.~c! Phase ofDPOC re simultaneously
measured s.v. pressure.~d! Real part ofZOC ~e! Imagi-
nary part ofZOC.
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phase data are close enough to looking like a spring–m
resonance to qualify for a yes in the table.

In the analysis of 9-8-98-I,DPOC was calculated in the
usual way and the two alternative ways, in which the con
bution from s.v. pressure was halved or doubled. Wh
spring–mass resonance was apparent in the phase of 9-
I-usual ~Fig. 15! and 9-8-98-I-double~Fig. 17!, it was not
apparent in the phase of 9-8-98-I-half~Fig. 16!. The reason
for the difference is that in 9-8-98-I-half at frequencies abo
the b.f. the s.t. pressure dominated the s.v. pressure in
calculation for DPOC ~Figs. 16 and 14, which shows th
pressure data!. Because of this the plateau level of theDPOC

phase changed by about 180° compared to theDPOC phase
for 9-8-98-I-usual and 9-8-98-I-double, causing the high f
quencyvb.m. to leadDPOC by ;90° rather than lagging by
;90°. This comparison makes the point that, particularly
the plateau region, the calculatedDPOC can undergo large
changes due to variations in s.v. and s.t. pressure tha
within the experimental uncertainty.

On the spring–mass resonance question, the nonli
experiment 5-6-99~Fig. 19! is not helpful because it has a
erraticvb.m. phase at frequencies above the b.f. Spring–m
resonance was not apparent in the analyses of experim
3-29-99 and 2-26-97.vb.m. andDPOC were nearly in phase a
frequencies in the plateau region above the b.f. for 3-29-
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001 E
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usual~Fig. 21!, andvb.m. led DPOC slightly in this region for
3-29-99-double~Fig. 22!. In 2-26-97-usual~Fig. 24! and
2-26-97-half~Fig. 25! in the plateau region above the b.
vb.m. led DPOC by ;180°.

b. Negative resistance.Negative resistance was ind
cated whenvb.m. led or laggedDPOC by more than 90°. If
present, it is expected at stimulus frequencies somewhat
low the b.f., as these responses were passing through on
way to their b.f. place. For the purposes of ‘‘detection,
negative resistance must be in this region to be coun
~Strictly speaking negative resistance was often in evide
within the plateau region above the peak. However, the re
was too erratic there to be trustworthy.! Negative resistance
was cautiously detected in the two most nonlinear exp
ments, 5-6-99 and 9-8-98. To explore its character, cons
experiment 9-8-98. 9-8-98-I~Figs. 15, 16, and 17! had a
wiggle in thevb.m. phase and magnitude about half an octa
below the b.f. The phase wiggle causedvb.m. to leadDPOC

by slightly more than 90° at 15 kHz. Therefore, negati
resistance was indicated. Negative resistance appeared
and 65, but not at 85 dB SPL for analyses 9-8-98-I-us
~Fig. 15! and 9-8-98-I-half~Fig. 16!. In these cases both th
frequency at which negative resistance appeared~slightly be-
low the b.f.! and its level dependence~present at low levels,
359lizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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FIG. 16. Derived quantitiesDPOC, vb.m., and ZOC,
9-8-98-I-half. The contribution ofPs.v. was half what it
is in the usual calculation forDPOC. ~a! Magnitude of
vb.m. andDPOC ~re stimulus level!. ~b! Phase ofvb.m. re
simultaneously measured s.v. pressure.~c! Phase of
DPOC re simultaneously measured s.v. pressure.~d!
Real part ofZOC. ~e! Imaginary part ofZOC.
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absent at high levels! are consistent with model prediction
Negative resistance appeared at all three levels for 9-8-9
double~Fig. 17!. Recall that in the ‘‘double’’ calculation, the
contribution of s.v. pressure to the calculation ofDPOC was
doubled. In the case of 9-8-98-I-double this variation h
substantial effects. For one, theDPOC phase found with the
double calculation was less smooth than that found with
other calculations. This change is what caused the nega
resistance to appear at all three levels. A second effect
thatDPOC was substantially less nonlinear thanvb.m. so their
ratio,ZOC, wasnonlinear. Negative resistance did not appe
in 9-8-98-II ~Fig. 18! a separate but equally nonlinear a
proach of this experiment. As can be seen in the pres
data from this approach, the s.t. pressure was relatively la
in the region of the peak. Because of this, the s.t. pres
dominated s.v. in the calculation forDPOC, and thusDPOC

was very similar in shape tovb.m.. ThereforeZOC was quite
featureless, with little frequency change and no sign of ne
tive resistance. 5-6-99~Fig. 19! was similar to 9-8-98-I in
that negative resistance was detected at low levels~40 and 50
dB, but not 65 and 85 dB! at a frequency about half a
octave below the peak. Also similar to 9-8-98-I, the negat
resistance stemmed from a wiggle in the velocity pha
None of the nearly linear experiments, 12-10-98, 3-22-
and 2-26-97 showed negative resistance. In the analys
360 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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the mildly nonlinear experiment 3-29-99,DPOC was calcu-
lated in the usual way and with the s.v. contribution doubl
@The relative sizes of the s.v. and s.t. pressures in this exp
ment ~Fig. 20! suggest that a calibration might have been
error and the 3-29-99-double analysis might be more ac
rate than the usual analysis.# DPOC for 3-29-99-usual~Fig.
21! showed a sharp notch at 15 kHz and 85 dB SPL, wh
stems from a notch in the s.t. pressure. In 3-29-99-us
negative resistance was apparent only in the region of
notch. The level where negative resistance was apparent
the observation that it is related to a notch inDPOC make it
suspicious as an analytical error. In 3-29-99-double~Fig. 22!,
negative resistance was not apparent.

c. Extreme base compared to turn one.In gerbil the
extreme basal region of the OCC is sandwiched between
cochlear windows, where it would be directly exposed
evanescent pressure modes~Steele and Taber, 1979!. Be-
cause of this anatomy it is reasonable to expect that the
sults, particularly ofDPOC, would differ in the extreme base
compared to turn one. It is notable that in healthy~chinchilla!
cochleae the character of b.m. motion is quite similar in
extreme base and turn one~Narayan and Ruggero, 2000
Rhode and Recio, 2000!.

2-26-97 was an extreme basal experiment, and was
Elizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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FIG. 17. Derived quantitiesDPOC, vb.m., and ZOC,
9-8-98-I-double. The contribution ofPs.v. was twice
what it is in the usual calculation forDPOC. ~a! Mag-
nitude ofvb.m. andDPOC ~re stimulus level!. ~b! Phase
of vb.m. re simultaneously measured s.v. pressure.~c!
Phase ofDPOC re simultaneously measured s.v. pre
sure.~d! Real part ofZOC. ~e! Imaginary part ofZOC.
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cussed in Olson~1998!. In addition to findingDPOC in the
usual way~2-26-97-usual! it was also found with the contri
bution from s.v. pressure halved~2-26-97-half!. This varia-
tion was calculated because the s.v. pressure was bigger
the average in this experiment~Fig. 23!, suggesting that the
s.v. sensor calibration might be in error. In that case
2-26-97-half analysis might be more accurate. The 2-26-
usual and 2-26-97-half analyses showed substantial diss
larities. vb.m., DPOC, andZOC from 2-26-97-half~Fig. 25!
were quite similar, just shifted up in frequency, to tho
quantities in turn-one of the linear cochleae 12-10-98 a
3-22-98 ~Figs. 12 and 13!. In contrast,DPOC for 2-26-97-
usual ~Fig. 24! was just barely tuned. Becausevb.m. was
tuned,ZOC for 2-26-97-usual was more sharply tuned th
for any of the turn one experiments. Considering the dissi
larity in the -half and -usual results, more measurements
necessary to decide whether and how cochlear mecha
differs in the region of the windows compared with oth
locations.

VII. DISCUSSION: CONCLUSIONS, COMPARISONS
AND OTHER STRATEGIES FOR MEASURING
ZOC

The primary observations of this report were that t
pressure close to the sensory tissue was tuned, and th
possessed a degree of nonlinearity similar to that of b
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001 E
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motion. These points were evident both in the primary
pressure data, and the derivedDPOC. Therefore a primary
conclusion is that compared to b.m. motion, the impeda
of the OCC is relatively untuned, and is nonlinear in a d
ferent, subtler way.

The specific question of whether the cochlea provid
power amplification in the form of negative resistan
proved difficult to answer decisively. The two best cochle
9-8-98 and 5-6-99, both exhibited a brief flare of negat
resistance over a 1–2 kHz range~one to two data points!
within a kHz of the frequency where nonlinearity starte
;half an octave below the b.f. However, negative resista
was not detected in a separate equally nonlinear run
9-8-98 or in the more mildly nonlinear cochlea 3-29-99. Th
ambiguity suggests that amplification’s signature in the pr
sure close to the b.m. might vary radially. To address t
matter requires a smaller pressure sensor. In the literature
most direct probe of negative resistance is that of deBoer
Nuttall ~e.g., 1999, 2000!. They derived the OCC impedanc
with an inverse method by coupling basilar membrane m
tion data to a 3-dimensional model of the cochlear fluid a
geometry. Nuttall and deBoer made measurements of the
quency response at a single location, then used scaling
the cochlear map to convert the measured frequency
sponse into an inferred spatial response. ‘‘Below the b.f.’’
this study corresponds to ‘‘basal to the peak’’ in their ana
361lizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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FIG. 18. Pressure data and derive
quantities, 9-8-98-II. In approach 9-8
98-II the sensor was angled relative t
9-8-98-I by about 15° so that it would
contact the b.m.;100 mm from the
first approach in a direction toward
the lamina ~a!–~c!. The s.t. and s.v.
pressures for impedance calculatio
Magnitudes are shown relative to th
stimulus level in the ear canal; phase
~s.t. only! are relative to the simulta-
neously measured s.v. pressure. D
tances in the key refer to the distanc
between the b.m. and the s.t. senso
~a! Magnitude, 50 dB SPL stimulus
~b! Magnitude, 80 dB.~c! Phase, both
levels.~d!–~f! DPOC, vb.m., andZOC.
The usual calculation forDPOC was
used.~d! Magnitude ofvb.m. andDPOC

~re stimulus level!. ~e! Phase ofvb.m.

and DPOC ~re simultaneously mea-
sured s.v. pressure!. ~f! Real and
imaginary parts ofZOC.

FIG. 19. Pressure data and derived quantities, 5-6-99. The analysis of this experiment used s.t. pressure data at the position not closest, but secoclosest to
the b.m. because of the reversal in pressure magnitude that was described in Fig. 11.~a!–~e! The s.t. and s.v. pressures for impedance calculation. Magnitu
are shown relative to the stimulus level in the ear canal; phases~s.t. only! are relative to the simultaneously measured s.v. pressure. Distances in the ke
to the distance between the b.m. and the s.t. sensor.~a! Magnitude, 40 dB SPL stimulus.~b! Magnitude, 50 dB.~c! Magnitude, 65 dB.~d! Magnitude, 85 dB.
~e! Phase, all levels.~f!–~j! DPOC, vb.m., andZOC. The usual calculation forDPOC was used.~f! Magnitude ofvb.m. andDPOC ~re stimulus level!. ~g! Phase
of vb.m. re simultaneously measured s.v. pressure.~h! Phase ofDPOC re simultaneously measured s.v. pressure.~i! Real part ofZOC. ~j! Imaginary part of
ZOC.
362 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001 Elizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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FIG. 20. Pressure data, 3-29-99. The s.t. and s.v. p
sures for impedance calculation 3-29-99-usual a
3-29-99-double. The impedance analysis of this expe
ment used s.t. pressure data at the position not clos
but second closest to the b.m. because of a reversa
pressure magnitude at the closest position. Magnitu
are shown relative to the stimulus level in the ear can
phases~s.t. only! are relative to the simultaneousl
measured s.v. pressure. Distances in the key refer to
distance between the b.m. and the s.t. sensor.~a! Mag-
nitude, 40 dB SPL stimulus.~b! Magnitude, 50 dB.~c!
Magnitude, 65 dB.~d! Magnitude, 85 dB.~e! Phase, all
levels.
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sis. The detections of negative resistance above agreed
deBoer and Nuttall’s results in that a relatively small deg
of nonlinear negative resistance at frequencies below the
produced a large degree of nonlinearity in the response in
b.f. region. However, in the report of deBoer and Nuttall t
region of negative resistance was broader, and more ro
than in the current report. Notably, at the frequencies wh
they found negative resistance its magnitude was at m
20%–30% of the magnitude of the imaginary part of t
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001 E
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impedance. These robust detections occurred at low stim
levels in very sensitive cochleae. If this is true, negative
sistance will be challenging to detect decisively with t
more direct approach of the present study.

The results of de Boer and Nuttall~1999! and those of
the present report agree on other points as well. In both
ports well beneath the b.f.~basal to the peak! the real part
and imaginary part of the impedance were usually within;
a factor of 2 to each other in magnitude. In both reports e
FIG. 21. Derived quantities,DPOC, vb.m., and ZOC,
3-29-99-usual. The usual calculation forDPOC was
used. ~a! Magnitude of vb.m. and DPOC ~re stimulus
level!. ~b! Phase ofvb.m. re simultaneously measured
s.v. pressure.~c! Phase ofDPOC re simultaneously
measured s.v. pressure.~d! Real part ofZOC. ~e! Imagi-
nary part ofZOC.
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FIG. 22. Derived quantities,DPOC, vb.m., and ZOC,
3-29-99-double. The contribution ofPs.v. was twice
what it is in the usual calculation forDPOC. ~a! Mag-
nitude ofvb.m. andDPOC ~re stimulus level!. ~b! Phase
of vb.m. re simultaneously measured s.v. pressure.~c!
Phase ofDPOC re simultaneously measured s.v. pre
sure.~d! Real part ofZOC. ~e! Imaginary part ofZOC.
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in passive cochleae the real part of the impedance va
substantially with frequency~place!.

The question of whetherZOC possesses a spring–ma
resonance is fundamental. If it does, the frequency map
the cochlea is established primarily by the stiffness and m
of the OCC and at frequencies above the resonant frequ
~a little above the b.f.! of a particular point the traveling
wave is not present at all. Many cochlear models emplo
resonantZOC ~e.g., Neely and Kim, 1986; Peterson and Bo
art, 1950; Kolston, 2000!. If the spring–mass resonance do
not exist the frequency map of the cochlea is established
the stiffness of the OCC and wavelength dependent cha
in fluid mass.ZOC never becomes masslike, and the travel
wave is small but present at frequencies well above the
Many cochlear models donot contain a resonantZOC. Steele
and colleagues in particular maintain that the OC m
should have very little effect on cochlear mechanics~e.g.,
Steele, 1999; Steele and Taber, 1981!. ~The argument agains
the OC mass playing a mechanical role is that most of
cells of the OC are soft and the fluid within the cells wou
move almost as it would if it was not enclosed within cell!

Experimentally, there is nothing truly compelling eith
for or against resonance. In the present studies and broad
the literature a phase plateau is present at frequencies a
b.f. ~e.g., Rhode, 1971!. At first glance this seems like evi
dence that the traveling wave has stopped. However,
traveling wave mode need only be small compared with
364 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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compressive mode~or other nonpropagating modes! and a
phase plateau will be observed. In the presented st
spring–mass resonance was detected in the impedance p
in half the measurements, appearing in both linear and n
linear cochleae. These detections were based on the pres
of a stiffness-mass transition, which occurred where
phase plateau began. The strength of this detection was c
promised by the fact that in the plateau region the analy
for DPOC was susceptible to experimental inaccuraci
Moreover, to be convincing the resonance should be ap
ent in both the magnitude and phase and it was not appa
in the magnitude. The inverse method of deBoer and Nut
~e.g., 1999! did not detect a resonance. Although one cou
argue that their frequency range was not extended h
enough above the b.f. to address resonance their results
pear to weigh in against it. There is experimental eviden
from linear cochleae that speaks against resonance. In li
cochleae with drained scala tympani the b.f. shifted up
about half an octave~discussed in Steele and Taber, 198
Patuzziet al., 1982!. This is predicted if fluid mass, not or
gan of Corti mass, determined the location of the peak
complementary observation is that of Cooper and Rh
~1995!, who in measurements of b.m. motion in the apex
guinea pig cochleae found no difference in peak location
shape when the organ of Corti was removed.

This report concludes with further strategies for probi
negative resistance and resonance inZOC. The question of
Elizabeth S. Olson: Intracochlear pressure and cochlear tuning
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negative resistance might be explored via a more deta
map of the s.t. pressure. The impedance of the OCC in
ences the way that the fluid velocity varies with distan
from the b.m. For example, in a simple two-dimension
~2D! system an impedance of stiffness is linked to an ex
nentially decreasing velocity-with-distance. However,
partly resistive impedance introduces oscillations into the
ponential decrease~de Boer, 1984!. The fluid velocity over a
range of distances from the b.m. is measurable via pres
gradients~Olson, 1999!. Such measurements, linked to
three-dimensional~3D! cochlear model might illuminate th
question of negative resistance.

The resonance question might be explored via meas
ments of the longitudinal curvature of the traveling wav
Experimentally, curvature is found by taking the differen
in b.m. motion phases~df! between two locations spaced b
a small longitudinal distance (dx). The curvature equals
df/dx and is represented by the ‘‘wave number,’’k. The
frequency dependence of the curvature depends on the o
of Corti mass~mOCC, the OC mass/unit length! and fluid
mass@meq(k), the equivalent mass of fluid/unit length whic
resists the displacement of the b.m.~Steele and Taber
1979!#. These masses relate directly to resonanc

FIG. 23. Pressure data, 2-26-97. The s.t. and s.v. pressures for impe
calculation 2-26-97-usual and 2-26-97-half. This was an extreme basa
periment. Magnitudes are shown relative to the stimulus level in the
canal; phases~s.t. only! are relative to the simultaneously measured s
pressure. Distances in the key refer to the distance between the b.m. an
s.t. sensor.~a! Magnitude, 60 dB SPL stimulus.~b! Magnitude, 80 dB.~c!
Phase, both levels.
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resonance exists if and whenmOCC dominates meq(k)
~Lighthill, 1981!. meq(k) is prominent in many modeling
papers@meq(k) is a scaled version of ‘‘heq(k)’’ or ‘‘ Q(k)’’
found in, e.g., Steele and Taber, 1979; Lighthill, 1981;
Boer, 1984#. Its variation withk is what distinguishes 1D
2D, and 3D cochlear models.~In the following, v is the
angular frequency,z is thez displacement of the b.m. ands is
the OCC stiffness/length at the longitudinal location of t
measurement. As in most cochlear models,s is assumed in-
dependent ofk.!

By equating the potential and kinetic energies of t
traveling wave at every longitudinal location the relationsh
between stiffness, mass and frequency is~Lighthill, 1983!:

1
2sz25 1

2~meq~k!1mOCC!v2z2. ~5!

Experimentally measuring curvature at many freque
cies leads tok(v), or equivalently,v(k). Equation~5! can
be rewritten as

~meq~k!1mOCC!/s5~v~k!!22. ~6!

The right-hand side of Eq.~6! is an experimental quan
tity, so the left-hand side is experimentally accessible. T
idea is to find how the wave curvature varies with frequen
in the region of the peak, and to use the result to ‘‘measu
(meq(k)1mOCC)/s vs k. Does it begin to level off to a con

nce
x-

ar
.
the

FIG. 24. Derived quantities,DPOC, vb.m., and ZOC, 2-26-97-usual. The
usual calculation forDPOC was used.~a! Magnitude ofvb.m. andDPOC ~re
stimulus level!. ~b! Phase ofvb.m. and DPOC ~re simultaneously measured
s.v. pressure!. ~c! Real and imaginary parts ofZOC.
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FIG. 25. Derived quantities,DPOC, vb.m., and ZOC, 2-26-97-half. The
contribution ofPs.v. was half what it is in the usual calculation forDPOC.
~a! Magnitude ofvb.m. andDPOC ~re stimulus level!. ~b! Phase ofvb.m. and
DPOC ~re simultaneously measured s.v. pressure!. ~c! Real and imaginary
parts ofZOC.
pace

366 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 1, July 2001
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stant value?~If yes, resonance is supported.! Does it look just
like meq(k) from 3D cochlear models looks, somOCC is ef-
fectively zero?~If yes, resonance is contested.! Lighthill
~1981! examined Rhode’s~1971! measurements, longitudi
nally spaced by 1.5 mm, and decided that the variation ov
with k was consistent with the presence of resonance. H
ever, more closely spaced longitudinal measurements, s
as have been appearing in the experimental literature~Rus-
sell and Nilson, 1997; Ren, 2001; Rhode and Recio, 20!
are better for measuring curvature and for addressing
question of resonance.
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1This derives from a simplification of the Navier–Stokes equation,“P
52r]v/]t2rv“v1m“

2v. The equation can be approximated as“P
52r]v/]t at high enough frequencies. In Olson~1998! the relative sizes
of the three right-hand terms was approximated using dimensional ana
The length scale over which fluid velocity changed by; a factor ofe was
estimated as 100mm. Then at 1.5 kHz the first right-side term was 100
times bigger than the second term and 100 times bigger than the third t
The dominance of the first term grows with frequency. However, in rec
measurements close to the b.m. the length over which the velocity drop
off by a factor of e was found to be only 15mm ~Olson, 1999!. This
reduced length scale reduced the dominance of the first term; at 3.5 kH
is 300 times bigger than the second term and 5 times bigger than the
term. Therefore, the method to find fluid velocity close to the b.m. us
Eq. ~2! is restricted to frequencies over several kHz.

2With a symmetric cochlear model, the pressure can be decomposed
symmetric and antisymmetric parts~Peterson and Bogart, 1950!. For sim-
plicity the derivation above only discussed the antisymmetric part. Incl
ing the symmetric component does not change the answer as long a
symmetric component does not vary spatially. The symmetric compone
associated with the compressional wave. It is expected to vary in s
n.
ulatio
t without

b.m.
ore radially
TABLE I. Summary of impedance results from six experiments. Symbols in the table refer to the following notes:*Results ambiguous, see discussio
†Roman numerals I and II in expt 9-8-98 refer to two different approaches. The suffixes half, double, and usual are appended when alternative calcns for
DPOC were done.§During the first approach of expt. 9-8-98, two pressure series were actually taken, separated by more than an hour in time, bu
repositioning the sensor. The results of these two series tested repeatability. They were similar and in particular both showed negative resistance. Only one of
these is presented here~9-8-98-I!. In a separate approach~9-8-98-II! the sensor was angled relative to the first by about 15° so that it would contact the
;100 mm from the first approach in a direction towards the lamina. Because this approach found larger s.t. pressures the sensor was probably m
and/or perpendicularly centered on the b.m. then.

Experiment date
and region

Nonlinear
experiment?

Measurement
and analysis

name†
Figure

numbers
Negative

resistance?

Spring–mass
resonance?

~apparent in phase!

12-10-98 turn
one

no ~or just
barely!

12-10-98 12 no yes

3-22-99 turn
one

no ~or just
barely!

3-22-99 13 no yes

9-8-98 turn
one§

yes 9-8-98-I-usual 14,15 yes yes

9-8-98-I-half 14,16 yes no
9-8-98-I-double 14,17 * yes
9-8-98-II 18 no no

5-6-99 turn one yes 5-6-99 19 yes *
3-29-99 turn
one

yes,
somewhat

3-29-99-usual 20,21 * no

3-29-99-double 20,22 no no
2-26-97 extreme
base

no ~or just
barely!

2-26-97-usual 23,24 no no

2-6-97-half 23,25 no no
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much more slowly than the antisymmetric part~Lighthill, 1981! and in the
section on pressure versus position this was confirmed. Therefore, it ca
considered as an offset,Pc . The antisymmetric part satisfiesPs.v.8

2Ps.v.–OCC8 5Pb82Pr.w.8 , but these primed quantities are no longer the act
pressure at each of these positions. AddingPc to each term returns it to a
form that includes actual pressures: (Ps.v.8 1Pc)2(Ps.v.–OCC8 1Pc)
5(Pb81Pc)2(Pr.w.8 1Pc) @equation~i!#. (Ps.v.8 1Pc) is the pressure mea
sured in the s.v. (Ps.v.), (Pb81Pc) is the s.t. pressure measured close to
b.m. (Pb). Because of the r.w. boundary condition (Pr.w.8 1Pc)50 @equa-
tion ~ii !#. The desired quantity isDPOC5(Ps.v.–OCC8 1Pc)2(Pb81Pc).
From Eqs.~i! and ~ii !, DPOC5(Ps.v.8 1Pc)22(Pb81Pc)5Ps.v.22Pb , just
as in Eq.~3!.
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